Dear Champion of Geography,

Thank you for choosing to become a School Member of the Royal Geographical Society (with IBG). On behalf of Geographical, the Society’s print and digital magazine, I would like to offer you an exclusive discount on the price of a subscription, £24.99* for a year – 50% off our print subscription rate. What’s more, delivery to your school is free of charge!

Geographical has been published monthly since 1935 and is available to all members and Fellows of the RGS-IBG, as well as to anyone with a passion for geography. Its in-depth articles, exhaustive coverage of global matters and reports from the front lines of exploration and scientific research are a superb resource for students at any level of their educational career.

Student readers of Geographical also have the opportunity to enter our annual Young Geographer of the Year competition, giving the geographers of tomorrow a chance to shine on the national stage and receive awards from the likes of Nicholas Crane and Michael Palin.

We at the Society feel a Geographical subscription is superb value both to your school and your students. To take advantage of the 50% discount, simply visit https://gsub.me/RGSSCHOOLS and use the code RGSSCHOOLS at checkout to secure your discount. We hope you and your students will join us for the next twelve months and beyond as we continue to explore our world.

Yours faithfully,
Patrick Napier – Circulation Director, Geographical

P.S. If you are looking for our SCHOOLS MULTI-PASS subscription where every student in the school can get access to Geographical online for one subscription price go to gsub.me/MULTI-PASS or send us an email at subscriptions@geographical.co.uk

* If your school is outside the UK, you can still claim the 50% discount off your regional rate. Schools in Europe pay just €29.99 and outside Europe pay £31.99